Cutaneous haemangioma: prevalence and sonographic characteristics of associated hepatic haemangioma.
To determine the prevalence of hepatic haemangiomas (HH) occurring with multiple or large cutaneous haemangiomas (CH), and compare the ultrasound (US) characteristics of HH with morphology of concurrent CH. Retrospective and prospective sonographic and clinical analysis was undertaken on 69 patients referred for US to exclude silent HH. This comprised 62 patients referred over 6 years with six or more CH or one large CH (#10878;5 cm) and seven patients referred over 1 year with three to five small CH. HH occurred in 45% miliary CH and 40% mixed small and large CH, but also in 12-14% of patients with one large or three or more small CH. None had HH progression. There was association between HH sonographic characteristics and CH number and morphology. Clinically silent HH occurred in nearly one in four of infants presenting overall with six or more small CH or large CH. Previous studies have documented HH mortality between 18 and 80%, although this was not shown in our study. Therefore, if clinical suspicion exists, US is indicated to enable early steroid treatment if significant HH are present.